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Abstract.
An active information gathering system efficiently collects informa-

tion from a number of frequently updating information sources on the
Internet, considering the quality and cost of information gathering, to
meet demands from human users or active mining systems. In this pa-
per, we summarize functions required for active information gathering
systems and show related works. We then propose a system called Intel-
ligent Ticker. Intelligent Ticker consists of multiple information gath-
ering modules and an information integration module. An information
gathering module produces Tickers based on the difference between an
updated Web page and the original one. The information integration
module integrates multiple Tickers by using an ITT (Integration Tem-
plate for Tickers) to assist the user in his decision making or problem
solving.

1 Introduction

The Internet rapidly spreads into our society as one of infrastructures that support
our daily life. Among a number of Internet based information services, the WWW
(World Wide Web) is most popular and widely used for various purposes such as sharing
information among researcher to advance research and development, disseminating sales
information for electronic commerce, creating virtual communities that share a common
interest, and so on. Considering the vast amount of various information stored on the
Web, we may be able to regard the Web as a world wide knowledge base system on the
Internet.

The most important feature of the Web is that it is built up in a bottom up manner,
which is contrasting with conventional distributed database systems. Once an infor-
mation provider connects his/her computer to the Internet and starts a Web server, he
or she can immediately disseminate information toward the world. The Web can be
viewed as a federated system where a huge number of distributed information sources
are running autonomously and cooperating with each other without any centralized
control mechanism.

On the other hand, from a viewpoint of information users, the Web has a drawback
that it is not easy to locate required information in the huge amount of data widely
distributed on the Internet. As remedies to deal with this drawback, various search
engines have been developed. To a query with input keywords, however, a search
engine sometimes just returns thousands of URLs, which often include ones unrelated
to the user’s request, and the user has to filter the output.



To make the Web more useful, we further continue to study technologies for not only
improving outputs of Web search engines, but also developing new systems, which we
call active mining systems, that can automatically discover useful information from a
huge number of Web information sources by employing various techniques such as ma-
chine learning, information agents, information retrieval, database systems, computer
human interaction, and so on.

To develop active mining systems, we need to consider the following features of Web
information.

• Web information is widely distributed over a huge number of Web sites in the
world.

• Web pages are normally described in HTML (Hyper Text Mark-up Language).
HTML is suitable for representing the visual structure of Web page, which dis-
plays on a Web browser, but not for representing the semantic structure. To deal
with this drawback, XML [1], which enables information providers to represent
the semantic structure by inserting semantic tags into Web pages, has been stan-
dardized. Moreover, research on Semantic Web [2] aims at enabling computers
to process the Web information without human interventions based on the XML
standardization.

• The amount of Web information increases very rapidly day by day and a large
number of Web sites are updated frequently. Especially, ones that deal with
stock market or Internet auction are updated almost every minute. Even an
active mining system succeeds to discover some information from such sites, if
the information is obsolete, it is useless for the user. The active mining system
should keep monitoring the Web sites and modify the discovered information
depending on the updates of the original sites.

This paper discusses active mining systems that discover useful information for the
user through gathering information from a number of Web information sources that may
be updated frequently. An active mining system is a data mining system that mainly
mines data gathered through the Internet. The activeness of active mining system
comes from the dynamics of information sources (updates of information sources) and
the user (changes of user’s interests or requests), and an active mining system consists
of three modules as shown in Figure 1.

• The active information gathering module monitors a number of Web sites, which
is dynamically updated, on the Internet and gathers Web pages from them to
provide them to the data mining module.

• The data mining module analyzes data gathered by the active information gath-
ering module and discovers information useful to the user.

• The active reaction module plays a role of the user interface. It shows information
discovered by the data mining module. By monitoring the user’s response to the
output, this module notifies changes of the user’s interest or request to the data
mining module.

The process of active mining is performed by three modules cooperating with each
other. This paper focuses the discussion on the active information gathering module.
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Figure 1: An Overview of Active Mining System

In Section 2, we discuss functionalities required for the active information gathering
module and introduce some related works. In section 3, we propose Intelligent Ticker,
which is an active information gathering system based on Ticker, which is a small piece
of information extracted based on the difference between the updated Web page and
the original one. We conclude this paper in Section 4.

2 Active Information Gathering Systems

Active information gathering system monitors Web information sources that are fre-
quently updated and efficiently gathers information that meets requests given by the
user. The functionalities required for active information gathering systems are summa-
rized as follows.

2.1 Monitoring Information Sources

An important feature of Web information sources is that they are frequently updated.
The frequency of updates depends on the type of information source. For example, top
pages of many university Web sites are updated about once a week. Those of news
sites are updated more frequently at several times an hour. Moreover, Web pages that
carry information about stock market, sports, auction, highway traffic are updated more
frequently at once a few minutes. An active information gathering system is expected
to gather information efficiently from such dynamically updating information sources.

AIDE (AT&T Internet Difference Engine) [3] is a tool, which has been developed at
AT&T, to track changes of Web pages. As a component of the tool, HtmlDiff1 has been
developed as a publicly available software that compares two Web pages and displays

1http://www.research.att.com/ douglis/aide/



the differences. It highlights the difference by using deleted text for data struck out
and italic font for data added as shown in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2: An Output of HtmlDiff

TopBlend [4] is a revision of HtmlDiff and is implemented in Java, though it is not
publicly available when we write this paper.

DataFoundry2 [5, 6] is developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to
maintain a data warehouse by detecting changes of information sources. In this project,
the database schema of scientific data sources is represented as a graph that can be
used to detect changes of the data and the schema itself. In scientific database systems,
demands of database schema changes occur frequently, and to meet demands by manual
operations costs much. This project aims at updating the schema automatically by
tracking changes of information sources.

INRIA is also developing a data tracking system called Xyleme3 [7] for maintaining
XML-based data warehouses.

CONQUER [8] at Oregon Graduate Institute and NiagaraCQ [9] at University of
Wisconsin are database approaches for monitoring information sources by formalizing
the task as continuous queries.

2.2 Integrating Information

There are a number of Web information sources that deal with a similar topic. For
example, there are a number of news sites on the Internet. The contents of each site is
slightly different because of the difference of editors and/or news sources. The timing
of updating contents is also different.

On the other hand, some readers may wish to read their favorite articles as soon
as possible as they appear on the site and others may wish to read articles from a
wide range of viewpoints even collecting articles takes time. The preference on reading

2http://www.llnl.gov/casc/datafoundry/index.html
3http://www.xyleme.com/



news articles depends on the reader. To provide a better service to each reader, the
system needs to appropriately collect articles from multiple news sites considering the
collecting time and the redundancy of articles.

Integrating information sources of different type adds more value to each of the
information sources [10]. For example, there are a number of movie related sites on
the Web. A movie site provides information about directors and actors, a theater
site provides information about movies currently showing, and a critique site provides
information about reviews on movie. By integrating information from these sites, a
system can reply to a query such as “show me a movie directed by Steven Spielberg
with three stars currently showing in Tokyo,” which cannot be replied by information
from any sole one of three sites.

To achieve an information integration task like above, we need to consider the qual-
ity and the cost of information gathering [11]. Generally speaking, there is a tradeoff
between the quality of information and the cost of gathering the information. For
example, if we approximate the quality of information by counting the number of in-
formation sources from which the information is gathered, obtaining information with
high quality takes much time.

A planning mechanism would be required to make a good balance between the
quality and the cost. To this end, an information gathering agent called BIG (resource-
Bounded Information Gathering) [12] is developed at University of Massachusetts.

3 Intelligent Tickers: Toward An Active Information Gathering System

When we observe frequently updating information sources, we notice that the updates
occur bit by bit. For example, the top page of some news site may be updated every
ten minutes or so, but the amount of an update is only a few lines in the Web page,
though the total amount of updates becomes quite large because such a small update
occurs many times.

In this paper, we call such an object that carries a small piece of information “a
ticker,” and propose the Intelligent Ticker system that collects tickers from a number
of Web information sources and integrates them to support the user’s decision making
or problem solving.

The Intelligent Ticker consists of an information gathering module and an informa-
tion integration module as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Overview of Intelligent Tickers



An information gathering module monitors a designated Web site and produces a
ticker whenever an update occurs at the site. We assume a ticker is a part of Web page,
and the user can show it directly on a Web browser.

The information integration module selects tickers sent from information gathering
modules and integrates them to support the user’s decision making and problem solving.

3.1 Information Gathering Module

Components of an information gathering module are shown in Figure 4. The Web access
submodule fetches a Web page periodically from the designated Web site on the Internet
and stores the sequence of the pages in the WebBase. The difference extraction module
extracts the difference between two continuous pages in the sequence. This module uses
the HtmlDiff mentioned in Section 2. The HtmlDiff shows differences by inserting tags
into the original Web page, and the difference extraction module produces tickers from
the output of HtmlDiff.

Diff. display
submodule

Diff. extraction
submoduleWebBaseWeb site UserWeb access

submodule

Information
Integration
Module

Figure 4: Information Gathering Module

The output of HtmlDiff can be analyzed as a tree structure as shown in Figure 5, for
example, which is extracted from a news page shown in Figure 2. Each node represents
a fragment of Web page consisting of text with the surrounding tags. Tags in a HTML
document can be nested, so the document forms a tree structure. In this figure, a node
depicted as a white thick circle represents a fragment which is actually updated, and
should be left in the ticker. A node depicted as a white thin circle represents a fragment
which is highly related to the updated fragment, such as the context or the category of
updated article. We should leave such fragments also in the ticker to keep the updated
fragment in the context. A node depicted as a gray circle is a fragment which should
be left when the ticker is directly shown on a Web browser. Finally, a node depicted as
a black circle is one which should be deleted.

How to build an analyzer that automatically categorizes the output of HtmlDiff into
above 4 classes is an important and main research issue for developing the information
gathering module.

A ticker, produced by an information gathering module, consists of the following
elements.

• Object: An updated fragment of Web page. It is represented as text with sur-
rounding tags.

• Time stamp: The time of update.

• Location: The URL of updated Web page.

• Context: The context of this ticker object.
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Figure 5: Analizing the output of HtmlDiff.

Each of information gathering modules needs to get access to the designated infor-
mation source considering the frequency of updates. For example, it is useless to get
access to an information source every hour when it is actually updated only once a
day. Hence, we need to develop a Web access submodule with adaptability such that
it learns the frequency of information source and dynamically change the interval of
access.

3.2 Information Integration Module

The information integration module collects tickers produced by information gathering
modules and integrates them to support the user’s decision making or problem solving.

As the number of information gathering modules increases, the number of incoming
tickers produced by the modules increases. Without selecting tickers, the information
integration module may be overwhelmed by the incoming tickers, so we need to employ
a ticker selection mechanism.

We use the ITT (Integration Template for Tickers), as shown in Figure 6, to integrate
tickers. In this figure, choices of action that achieves a goal of traveling from Tokyo
to Osaka are shown. We assume these choices are based on the user’s preference. The
user’s first choice for traveling from Tokyo to Osaka are to take a bullet train or an
airplane. The second choice is to take a night bus, and the last choice is to stay in Tokyo
and to travel on the next day. By using this scheme, we know we need not collect tickers
about the second and the last choices when the the first choice is satisfied.

For example, normally the information integration module collects tickers about
bullet train and about airplane. We here assume that bullet trains are not available
but airlines are available. Now let us assume that the module receives a ticker that
airlines are not available, then the module begins to collect tickers about night bus.
When it comes to know night buses are not available, the module begins to collect
tickers about hotel and transportation of the next day. During such a process of in-
formation gathering, if it receives a ticker that bullet trains become available again, it
stops collecting tickers about night bus and hotel. The information integration module
dynamically changes the way of information gathering depending on the message of



incoming tickers.

Travel from Tokyo
to Osaka.

Ride a bullet train. Ride an airplane. Ride a night bus. Stay at a hotel.

Ride a bullet train the
next day.

Ride an airplane the
next day.

No Yes Unknown Unknown

Unknown Unknown

Figure 6: An example of Integration Template for Tickers.

When we consider an information gathering task, we can classify the information
into the static one and the dynamic one. The dynamic information is frequently updated
such as the availability of bullet train or airplane and is the main target of gathering. On
the other hand, the static information is rather stable such as travel planning knowledge
depicted in Figure 6 and is used to gather the dynamic information as mentioned above.
Using the static information improves the performance of information gathering as
discussed in [11].

Generally speaking, it is difficult to clearly define what is the static information
and what is the dynamic information. The static information can be dynamic in a
long run. For example, in the travel plan depicted in Figure 6, a night bus service
may be abandoned or a cruise service between Tokyo and Osaka may start in the
future. If so, the static information needs to be updated. Some static information may
be updated directly by the user and others may be updated automatically by using
collected information from the Web.

4 Conclusion

Active information gathering system gathers pieces of information from frequently up-
dated information sources on the Internet and integrates them to assist the user in
his/her decision making and problem solving task. It also works as an information
gathering module of active mining system.

In this paper, we summarized required functionalities of active information gathering
systems and proposed a new active information gathering system called Intelligent
Tickers. At this moment, the system is still at the initial stage of concept development.
We need to continue to develop the system as a useful system in the real world.
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